resist, tue restoration or imprisonment for debt, in the absence of fraud, than those classes. So certain and so generous indeed is now the indulgence of the American Merchant to his unfortunate debtor as to place him in that respect in a more creditable position than is occupied by his mercantile cotemporaries in any part of the world.
The subject of a Bankrupt Law was also seriously agitated in the Senate whilst I was a member of that body. The abuses practised under the law of 1800 not only led to its speedy repeal but attracted a degree of odium to the system itself which prevented its reenactment until 184-; a spasmodic effort was then made to close up the appalling chasm which had been made in the business relations of the Country through the instrumentality of a Bankrupt law, which, so soon as it had effected a sort of general jail delivery, was, like its predecessor, sent to an early and ignominious grave.
During that long interval there had been several unsuccessful attempts to revive the system. Mr. Hayne,1 of South Carolina, who had moved in the matter previously, introduced, upon leave, at the commencement of the session of 1827 "A Bill, to establish a uniform system of Bankruptcy throughout the United States." It contained the usual provisions applicable to merchants and traders. and also a section (the 93d) extending to all classes, whether traders or not, upon the principle of an Insolvent law, and was referred to a select committee composed of Messrs. Hayne, Berrien, Silsbee, Smith of Maryland, Johnson of Kentucky, Sandford2 and myself.
The proceedings of this Committee and the action of the Senate upon them have been kept fresh in my recollection by the striking exhibitions they afforded of the working of that spirit of rivalry so common to political life and so influential in the business of legislation. The leading and most active friends of the proposed Bill were Col. Hayne, the Chairman of the Committee, and Judge Berrien,3 of Georgia. They were co-adjutors in politics and among the foremost in organising and forwarding the Party then in course of development which had for its objects the overthrow of the existing Administration and the election of Gen. Jackson. Col. Hayne possessed a lively imagination and an intelligent and dis-
i Robert Y. Hayne.
s Nathaniel Silsbee of Massachusetts; Samuel Smith, Richard M. Johnson, and Nathan Sandford, of New York. 8 John Macpherson Berrien.
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